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Autism Specialist
Certification Course
Guiding Specialists for Brighter Futures



About Us
Welcome to Eton University, where academic excellence
and unparalleled opportunities converge, paving the way for
a transformative journey through the realm of high-quality
education. 

As an international institution of higher education, we pride
ourselves on offering an extraordinary array of cutting-edge
academic programs in today's most sought-after fields to
provide equal opportunities for students striving to build a
better future in the fields of Education, Psychology,
Business, Information Technology, Tourism and Hospitality,
and Healthcare Management.
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As an integral part of Eton University, our mission is to
empower individuals to thrive in an ever-changing world.
We understand the profound shifts occurring globally and
aim to guide learners through these transformations,
equipping them with the skills and knowledge necessary to
navigate and excel in an evolving professional landscape.

EUCDC is committed to bridging the educational divide by
providing accessible and flexible learning experiences that
enhance professional competencies. Our programs are
carefully designed to prepare individuals for the challenges
and opportunities of today and tomorrow.

Eton University’s Continuous
Development Center (EUCDC) Powerful Partnerships: Eton University

and Prestigious Organizations Unite!
Eton University proudly presents a groundbreaking collaboration,
forging a powerful progression pathway with esteemed partners
Arden University in the UK and the globally recognized OTHM
British awarding body. 

Eton University has also collaborated with Notting Hill College the
British provider of Further Education, The CPD certification service,
and also one of our main partners is Cisco Networking Academy,
the American leading company in computing and cybersecurity.

Discover the Future of
Education…
A distinguishing feature of EUCDC is the recognition of credit
hours upon completion of each diploma. These credit hours
hold significant value, offering a tangible advantage for those
pursuing future advanced studies at Eton University. This credit
transfer system streamlines the path to higher education and
provides a competitive edge in the dynamic world of careers
and professions.

We proudly offer online programs that adapt to your schedule,
allowing for self-paced study or engaging live weekly sessions.
In our dedication to inclusivity, we provide multilingual
offerings available in both English and Arabic, ensuring
education knows no geographical or linguistic boundaries.

Join us at EUCD and embark on a transformative educational
journey where adaptability and growth are at the core of our
mission.



Module 1: Unveiling Autism's Spectrum
This Module Delves into the diverse world of autism,
understanding its various characteristics and origins.

Module 2: Early Intervention Mastery
This Module will help learners to recognize how early identification
and targeted interventions can shape brighter futures.

Module 3: Empowering Communication & Behavior
This Module Discovers effective strategies for fostering
communication and managing behaviors positively.

Module 4: Inclusive Education for Autistic Children
This Module equips learners with the expertise to create
empowering classroom environments that celebrate diversity and
nurture the potential of every child, fostering a truly inclusive
educational experience.

Module 5: Mastering Teaching Techniques
This Module provides specialized teaching approaches, from
structured learning to sensory integration.

Module 6: Collaborative Support
This Module will help Learners to build strong partnerships with
families and professionals for holistic care.

Partnership with IBCCES to
Provide Autism Programs 
We’re excited to announce we have partnered with the
International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education
Standards (IBCCES) to offer Eton University students a
discount on receiving a professional certification focused on
autism, IBCCES is the global leader in cognitive disorder
training and certification. Through our partnership, we are
happy to provide Eton University applicants with a 30%
discount on their registration fee to become certified.
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Autism Specialist Certification
Course Modules

Mastery in Autism Care: Your
Journey to Becoming an Expert
Autism Specialist
Step into a world where every interaction becomes an
opportunity to make a lasting impact. Becoming an Autism
Specialist isn't just about gaining expertise; it's about
acquiring the power to unlock hidden potentials, embrace
unique perspectives, and ignite transformation. In a world
where understanding is a currency of change, this is your
chance to become fluent in the language of empathy and to
stand as a guiding light for those navigating the intricate
spectrum of autism.

Course Details
Program
Structure Credits Duration Mode of Study Assessment

6 Modules 6 US Credits
20 hours over 2

months

Hybrid - With
regular live
sessions  

Eton University
Exam and 3000

word Essay*

*If the student strives to receive a certificate as a Certified Autism Specialist
from the IBCCES, they will apply for the IBCCES Exam comprising of 50 to
100 multiple-choice questions.

The Benefit of the IBCCES 
Upon completion and board approval, each applicant will
receive a professional credential to verify their mastery of the
content detailed in their program of choice.
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02 Become a CAS (Certified Autism Specialist)

A track to Master’s in Autism Spectrum Disorder
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Applicants need a Bachelor's degree or an
equivalent qualification in a relevant subject area. 
For non-native English speakers, proficiency in the
English language is essential. Demonstrating
English Proficiency through standarized tests
(IELTS / TOEFL / ISE or equivalent).

Eligibility 

The potential pathways after
completing the Autism Specialist
Certification Course

Limitless Flexibility: Unlock the freedom to learn on
your terms! With online education, you're in control
of your schedule 

Tailored for Success: Personalize your educational
journey like never before! Online programs offer a
wide array of courses, degrees, and certifications,
catering to diverse interests and career paths 

Learn at Your Own Pace: Say goodbye to traditional
lecture halls and embrace a self-paced approach to
learning. Online courses offer the flexibility to
review materials, rewatch lectures, and absorb
information at a speed that suits YOUR learning
style. 

Cutting-Edge Technology: Embrace the digital
frontier and benefit from state-of-the-art tools and
resources. Interactive multimedia, 

Expert Guidance & Support: Experience top-notch
mentorship and support from industry experts.

Balance & Career Advancement: Online learning
empowers you to take your career to new heights.
Upgrade your skills, earn certifications, and pursue
advanced degrees without compromising your
current job. Online education sets the stage for
career advancement and personal growth.

Distance Learning Benefits 



Email
cdc@eton-university.us

Get in touch with us

Website
www.eton-university.us

Empower Autism: Your Journey to Specialist Certification

US Head Office
Address: 1201 N.Orange Street Suite 7449
Wilmington, DE 19801-1186, United States of
America
Phone: (+1) 302 219 5630

UK Official Recruiting Center
Address: 19 Waters Edge Business Park, Modwen
Road, Salford Quays, Greater Manchester, M5 3EZ
Phone: (+44) 161 521 1379
WhatsApp: (+44) 161 513 1355

Istanbul Official Recruitment Center
Address: Yüzbaşı Kaya Aldoğan Sk. No:4, Esentepe
Mh. Y 34394 Şişli/İstanbul, Turkey
Phone: (+90) 552 755 47 88

Bahrain Official Recruiting Center
Address: Office 12, floor 1, block 436, building 681,
Seef district, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain. 
Phone: (+973) 3357 7177
             (+973) 1740 0057

Dubai Official Recruiting Center
Address: G33 block 13, Dubai Knowledge Park
Phone: (+971) 5 5723 6531


